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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, fuzzy pseudo-metric spaces, with the metric defined between 
two fuzzy points, are introduced. Both the fuzzy topological structure and 
the fuzzy uniform structure on these spaces are discussed in detail. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be the reference set, I = [0, 1 ] and F’ the power set. The partial 
order in IX is defined as follows: p + I? where ,u, v E IA O&C) >, V(X) 
ti xE X. Then (IX, -) is a complete lattice. The suprema, infinima are 
denoted by V, A respectively. Define ,u’, I,0 like this: p’(x) = 1 -p(x) 
v x E x, i(x) = 1, 0(x) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (1) p is a fuzzy set in X 0~ E IX. 
(2) ,U includes v op >- I’. 
(3) P is the union of (p4} OF = V,U~. 
(4) ,u is the intersection of (pO} op = A p’o, 
(5) pc is the complementary set of P. 
Convention. V,po = 0 and &,uo = 1, where 0 is an empty index set. 
LEMMA 2.1 (de Morgan’s formala). (V P,)’ = A &. 
ProoJ Given x,,, since V a (pa(xo) < sup,(,u,(x,)}), V a (1 -p,(xo) > 1 - 
SUP,{,~&)} = (V P,Y(x~). Let E > 0, 3 a, cUal(W > SUP,W~WI - E9 then 
1 -P,,(x,) < 1 - SUP,{,U&,)} + E = (VP,Y&,) + E. Thus (AP:)W = 
W 1 -k(+Gl = (Vk)‘W. Q.E.D. 
Let f:X+ Y. p E I", v' E I'. Define f[,u], f-'[v'] as f[,u](y)= 
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s~p,,~~,,~,{,(l(x)} Vy E Y. The supremum of empty set of real numbers is 
zero by Convention. f P’[v’](x) = v’df(x)) V x E X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. f[,u] . 1s called the image of ,U under f and f -‘[r’] the 
inverse image of v’ underf: 
LEMMA 2.2. (1) r--< ,D *f-‘(v) -<J-‘(U). 
(2) f-‘hbsl= Vof-‘hl. 
(3) f-‘[An&31 =ALJ-‘h31* 
(4) m-‘WI --< Kr’m4 -lu* 
For the proof, see [ 111. 




E is called a fuzzy topology and (X, E-) fuzzy topological space (or fts for 
brevity). 
DEFINITION 2.4. (1) K” CK is called a base CJ ~/PEE- 3v,Ea’ 
cu = v Q). 
(2) ,U is called a fuzzy closed set o ,uc E 6. 
(3) ,ii is called the closure of ,D O,L? = Ac v, where 
Q= (v:v’~K and v*,D}. 
(4) e is called the interior of ,B 09 = Vc, v, where 
Q’={v:vE~~ and v-<p}. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let (X, a) be fts, (X, E-) is said to be normal e 
V,uufE6.&EE- (,D1-</lz) 3v @l-<G<I--<p*). 
DEFINITION 2.6. ,U is called a neighborhood of q o 3 v E t5 (q c v --i p). 
Let Pq = {,u: ,U is a neighborhood of q} (for q, see Section 3). 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 2’ c gq’,, 9’ is called a base o V p E Pq 3 v E %/’ 
(v-<PI. 
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(4) VpET’, 3vEY’i (v-<p and Vq’ev @ET;,)). 
Then there exists one and only one fuzzy topology g such that Sg, defined by 
F=Yr,Vq. 
For the proof, see [ 91. 
Let D: Ix + Ix. Let @ denote the set of those D which satisfy the con- 
ditions: 
(1) P---C D@)VpEEIX. 
(2) WV PU,> = V W,>. 
DEFINITION 2.8. (1) D, --i D, o V p E Ix D,(u) --< D,(a). 
(2) D=VD,oVpEExD(u)=//D,@). 
(3) D=D,~Dz~DcU)=/\,,,,,~,D,o1,)VDzcUz). 
(4) D, 0 D,: D, 0 D,cU) = D,(D,@)). 
(5) D-‘:D-‘(,a)=&~, where Q= {v:D(v’)-~,a’}. 
(6) D=D,AD, -Do11 = D,@) A D&J. 




(5) (D-l)-’ = D. 
(6) D, 0 D, *D,. 
(7) DJD,-cD,AD~. 
(8) D,--<DI,Dz--<D;~D,oD,--<D;oDi. 
For the proof, see [ 71. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let P c @, satisfying the conditions: 
(1) %#0. 
(2) DE% and D-cD’E@*D’E%. 
(3) DE%*D-‘EP. 
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(4) DEPand D'EF2=sD~D'EZF. 
(5) DE2Y=x3DD'E%(D'oD'-<D). 
P is called a fuzzy uniformity and (X, P) fuzzy uniform space. 
DEFINITION 2.10. P’cP is called a base cz VDE% 3D'EP' 
(D'-CD>. 
3. FUZZY POINTS 
Let q E Ix and 
4(x’) = a, x’ =x, 
= 0, x’ #Xv 
where a E (0, 1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. q is called a fuzzy point in X, x its support and a its 
value, q may be denoted by qz. qk-” is called the complementary point of qz 
(written 4’). 
DEFINITION 3.2. q;,O is said to belong to v (written qz,O c v) o v(xJ > ao. 
The following results will be used frequently without any explanation and 
the proofs may be found in (91. 
THEOREM 3.1. (1) v = V,;, q = Vq-,r, q. 
(2) p --< u 0 v q (q c ,u * q 5 u). 
(3) 4 c v Iuo - 3 8, (4 c P&J. 
(4) 4c AIPiov i (9cPi)* 
(5) q~:~q~,20x,=x2unda,<a,. 
(6) sg Apu,=>qep,Va. 
(7) qCq’andVa (q’CpC1,)*qEA,un. 
(8) q;;cpco3a’ < 1 -a,, (q~~$p)oq:;“‘+<p. 
(9) q,“ep*3a’>a (q,“‘Ep). 
(10) p#Oo3q&L 
THEOREM 3.2. (1) f[qtJ;] = q/4”?,,. 
(2) fWl= df[sl)'* 
(3) 4 5 P *ml WPI. 
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4. FUZZY PSEUDO-METRIC SPACES 
From now on fuzzy points q:, qt;, i = 0, 1,2,... q:,‘, qj will be denoted by 
q, qi, q’, $, respectively, if no confusion is possible. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let d: {qt X {qt -+ [0, +co), satisfying the conditions: 
(I) d(qzoqz,“) = 0, where a < ao. 
(11) 44,q2) = 4qEqT). 
(III) 47,4,) G 44’4J + 4q2qJ 
(IV) d(q,qJ < I-, where r > 0 3 3 a’ > U, (d(qz,‘q2) < r). 
d(q,q,) is called fuzzy pseudo-metric and (X, d) fuzzy pseudo-metric 
space. Moreover, if d satisfies the condition ‘that d(q, q2) = 0 * x, =x2, 
a, < uZ (V), (X, d) is called fuzzy metric space, and d fuzzy metric. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be any reference set. d is defined as 
d(q,qz)=max{a, -az,O). 
We prove that d is a fuzzy pseudo-metric: 
( 1) d(q&qT,“) = 0, where a < a,. 
Since a < ao, d(qzoq,“,“) = max{ a - a,, 0 I= 0. 
(2) d(q,qJ = dMq3. 
For (l-a?)-(1--,)=a,-(;~?. 
(3) d(q,q,) Gd(q,q,) + 4qd 
We might as well suppose that d(q, q3) > 0, namely, a, > ct3. If one of 
d(q,q,), d(q,q,) equals zero, say, d(q,qz)=O, then a, <a,, hence 
a2>a, >a,, which implies a2 - a3 > a, - a3 > 0, thus d(q,q,) = aI - a, 2 
a, - a3 = d(q,q,). The proof is the same in the case that d(q,q,) = 0. If 
d(q,q2) = d(q2q3) = 0, there would be a, < aI < a3, a contradiction. If 
d(q,q]) > 0 and d(q2q3) > 0, then a, > aI > ajr a, -a3 = a, - a2 + a? -a,. 
d(q,q,) = d(q,q,) + dhzq,). 
(4) d(q,q,) < r * 3 a’ > aI (d(qZ,‘qZ:) < 4. 
a, - a2 < d(q,q,) < r. take a’(a, < a’ < min{ 1, r + a,\), then a’ - a2 < r, 
which implies d(qTl’qT:) < r. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 2. LetX=(-co,+co),d(q,q,)=max(a,-a,,O}+Ix,--x,1, 
it is easy to verify that (X, d) is a fuzzy metric space. 
From above, it follows that the conditions in Definition 4.1 are consistent. 
THEOREM 4.1. If condition (II) is replaced by, d(q,qJ = d(q,q,) (iI), 
then (X, d) is also a fuzzy pseudo-metric space and what is more, its quotient 
spaces is isometric to an usual pseudo-metric space (X, D). 
Proof: Let q:;, q,“;, we might as well suppose CI, < a?. Then d(qz;qT;) = 
d(q;;q;;) = 0 by conditions (I) and (II). 
Let q, = 4:;. q; = q,“,’ and a, < ai. Let q2 = qef, q; = q$ and x, #x2. 
If a,<&, then d(q,q,) = 4q2ql) 4 4q2qi) + d(qiq,) =4&J = 
d(q, 4;). Moreover, we have d(q, 4;) < d(q, qJ + d(q2qi) = d(q, q2), therefore 
d(q, q2) = d(q, 4;). In the same way, d(q,qi) = d(qi 4;). Finally we have 
d(q,qd = 44q;). 
If a2 > ai, from above we have d(q,q;) = d(qiq,). And d(qlqg) = d(qiqi) 
,< d(rlSqz) + d(q,ql) = d(q,ql) = d(dq,) = &,G but d(q,qi)G d(q,d) + 
d(q; q;) = d(q{ qi), therefore d(q; q;) = d(q, q;). In the same way, d(q, q2) = 
d(q, q;). Finally, we have d(q,q,) = d(q{ 45). 
We define a relation p in (q}: qtpq2 o x, = x2. It is not difficult to prove 
that p is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes determined by it 
are c.r = Klo<a< I’ Define d*: d*(c,, c,,) = d(q, q2). It follows immediately 
that d* is a pseudo-metric and so ((c,}, d*) is a (usual) pseudo-metric space. 
c, -+ x is evidently a one-to-one correspondence between (c,} and X. 
Define D: D(x,x?) = d*(c,,c,,). It is obvious that (X, D) is a (usual) pseudo- 
metric space and is isometric to ({c,), d*). 
Moreover, from above we know d(q,qJ = d(q,q,) = d(q;qy). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. In the abotle theorem, if d is a fuzzy metric, then D is a 
metric. 
THEOREM 4.2. d(qF,q,) ,< d(q,qz), where a < a,. 
Proof. d(q,“,qJ < d(q,“,q,) + d(q,qJ = d(q,qJ by conditions (I) and 
(III). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. d(q,q,) < r Z- 3 a’ < a, (d(q,q;>‘) < r). 
Proof. If d(q,q,) < r, then d(qiq:) < r by condition (II), and 3 a > 1 - o: 
(d(qz,qT) < r) by condition (IV). Therefore d(q,q:i) < r, where a’ = 
1 - a < a, by condition (II). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 4.4. 47, @tJ < 47,qA &7-e a > a?. 
Proof. By condition (II) and Theorem 4.2. d(q,qz>) = d(qz,‘q;) < 
d(q;q;) = d(q,q,), for 1 -a < 1 -u>. Q.E.D. 
5. FUZZY METRIC UNIFORMITY 
DEFINITION 5.1. D,: I’ + I’ and D,(u) = Vol: q, where QL: = (q: 3 q’ ep 
WN’) < r) 1. 
DEFINITION 5.2. 6,: Ix -+I.‘and~,(,u)=V~,q,where&={q:3q’~p 
(4q’c@-) < r)l* 
THEOREM 5.1. D, satisfies the conditions: 
(1) P --< D,cU). 
(2) DAV ~4) = V D,W 
Proof. (1) If q c p, take q’ = q 5 p, then d(qq’) = 0 < r by condition 
(I). By condition (IV), 3 q:‘, CI, > u (d(q;,‘q’) < r), then q:’ E Q;, hence 
q 5 4;’ -c- DrcU). 
(2) If q c D,(V ,qd, then 3 C’, a, > a (q:’ E Q,“‘% so 3 P, (9’ 5 ~‘o,, 
and d(q,“‘q’) < r). It follows that 4:’ E Q:“o. Therefore q e 4;’ --( D,(un,) -s’ 
v WJQ 
If q E V D,.o;l,). then 3 /3, (q 5 D,Cua,)), hence 3 gz’, a, > a (9:’ E Qr’u). 
It follows 3 q’ E V ,un (d(q;‘q’) < r) and so qz’ E Q,“lln. Therefore q c q:’ -,I 
DAV ~u11). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. (1) D,= d,. 
(2) 0;’ = 6,. (D;’ is defined in Section 2, Definition 2.8(5).) 
Proof. (1) By condition (II), D,. = d, evidently. 
(2) According to Section 2, Definition 2.8(5). D,‘(p) = /jQ 1’. where 
Q’ = (1’: D,(v’) --I. pC ). 
(A) d,(p)-- D,‘(p). 
If q c d,(p), then 3 qzl, a, > a (4:’ E 0:). hence 3 q’ c ,u (d(q”qz”) < r). 
Since D,(v’) --‘: pC o p --c (D,(rC)‘. let 1’ E Q’. then q’ c (D,(u’))‘, 
D,(vC)(x) < 1 - a’, hence q” @ QFC. It follows V q” 5 vr (d(q”q”) > r). 
Since d(q”q:lC) < r, 3 4:: az < 1 -a, (d(q”q,“‘) < r) by Theorem 4.3, 
hence qy2 $ vc. Therefore q:’ 5 v. It follows V v E Q’ (4;’ 5 v), so 
q c D,‘(u). 
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03) K’W --< &W. 
Let q c D;‘(U), then 3 q,“‘, a,>a (q;leD;‘(,u)), hence VuEQ’ 
(4;’ c v). Suppose qzl k? &, then V q’ 5 p (d(qrcqzlc) > r), put ic = q,““. If 
i c D,(; ‘), then 3 q%2, a2 > E (q;‘E Qf’), hence 3 q:‘, a? < 1 -a, 
(d(q%?q-;j) < r). Since d(q%‘qzCC) ,< d(q$*q:-‘) < r,-, qzLC $ ,u, hence q:? -: ,u”’ 
and $E q$‘-’ ,u”‘. It follows OJ( ;‘) --< ,u’, so v E Q’. Evidently q,“’ $ v, a 
contradiction. Therefore qz’ E QF, and q e q:’ --( d,(p). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.3. d defines a fuzzy uniformity on X (see Section 2, 
Definition 2.9). 
Proof. For this purpose, it remains to prove that {D,} has the additional 
properties: 
(1) V r, s 3 t (D,--i D, ?i D,)(D,. A D, is defined in Section 2, 
Definition 2.8(3)). 
Let t=min(r,s} and p,Vp2=p. Then D1@)=D,(p,)VD,@,)--< 
4olAVD,cU,). ThereforeW+-i II,+~,=,, 4Cu,P4Cu2)=4A4W. 
(2) V D, 3 D,!,(D,.,, 0 D,.;? --< D,.) (Drtz 0 D,:2 is defined in Section 2, 
Definition 2.8(4)). 
If q c Dr,? 0 D,,,(p), then 3 q:‘, a, > a (4,“’ E Q$lz(“‘), hence 
3 q’ c D,..z@) (d(q,“‘q’) < r/2). And 3 q,“,“, a” > a’ (q!J:‘E Q;,J and so 
3 <c P (d(q,“Y@ < r/2). Moreover d(qz$) < d(q,“‘q’) + d(q’q,“:‘) + d(qz:‘@) 
= d(q:lq’) + d(q,“:‘q’) < r/2 + r/2 = r, hence q c qp’ --< D,(u). Therefore 
D,,z 0 D,,,@) --( DrcU). 
Let 9 = (D: D satisfies the two conditions in Theorem 5.1 and 3 r 
(D,-- D)}. By using all the properties of D, (mentioned in Theorems 5.1, 
5.2. 5.3), it can be proved without difficulty that CZ is a fuzzy uniformity. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. (DrJr>,, is a symmetric base of i7 and (D,;,,} “=,, z ..,, is a 
countable symmetric base of CZ. 
THEOREM 5.4. (1) D,o D,--i D,,,. 
(2) q 5 D,(q). 
(3) d(q,q,) = infIr: q1 c DAqJl. 
Proof. (1) Given ,u. If q c D, 0 D,(p), then 3 a’ > a (q,“’ E Qf?‘), 
hence 3 q, 5 D,(p) (d(q,“‘q,) < r). In the same way q, c D,(u) implies 3 q:,” 
a” > a, 3 q2 E p (d(qTf’q,) < s). It follows that d(q:‘q,) ,< d(q,“‘q,) + 
d(q,q,“y) + d(qzl’q,) < r + s, which means q 5 qT’---< D,+,(p). Therefore 
D, 0 D,@) --c Dr+,ti). 
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(2) Since d(qq) = 0 < r. 3 ~1’ > u (d(q: q) < r) by condition (IV). And 
d(q,” ‘q) < r implies 3 qz “. a” < u (d(qz’qy”) < r) by Theorem 4.3. It follows 
that q c q; --( D,(q). 
(3) q, c D,(q& gives 3 a’ < a?, a” > a, (d(qT,k:,) < r), which gives 
in turn d(q,qz) < r by Theorems 4.2 and 4.4. 
Given E > 0. take r,,, d(q,qz) < r. < d(q,q,) + E, then d(q, qJ < r0 gives 
3 c?, > c(, 3 GZ < o: (d(qt,‘qfi) < rO) by condition (IV) and Theorem 4.3. 
which gives in turn q, 5 4;; i, D,,(qJ. 
From above, it follows d(q, q2) = inf( r: q, c D,(qz)}, Q.E.D. 
6. FUZZY METRIC TOPOLOGV 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let B&r) = V,;” 9, where Qi,, = (q: d(qq,) < r}. 
B(q,r) is called a sphere with the center q0 and radius r. 
THEOREM 6.1. B(q, r) = D,(q,). 
Proof: If q c D,(q,). then 3 q: ‘, u’>u (qz EQY). hence 3q,cqn 
(d(qT’q, ) < r). Since q, = qi;. a, < u,, , d(qz’q,) < r by Theorem 4.4, hence 
SF E cg”? which implies q E qz -s B(q,r). 
If q E B(q,r), 3 q: ‘, a’ > a (4:’ E Q&J, hence d(qz ‘qO) < r. Since 3 a, < CI, 
(d(qz’qT;) < r) by Theorem 4.3 and 4:; c qO. qp’ E QT. hence q c qf: - 
Dr(q,J Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. q e B(q,r) XD q E Q&. 
ProoJ (3) If q c B(q,r), then 3 4:‘. a, > CL (4:’ E Qb,,). By 
Theorem 4.2, d(qq,) < r. hence q E Qi,,. 
(==) If q E Q&,, then 3 qZ ‘, a, > a (d(q:lq,) -C r) by condition (IV), hence 
q:’ E Q&, and q E 4:’ ~ B(q,r). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 6.2. ,U is called fuzzy open = V q c ,u 3 r > 0 (B(qr) - ,u). 
THEOREM 6.3. Let E- = (,uu: ,u is open}, the F satisJes the axioms for 
opera sets. 
By Theorem 6.2, the proof is the same as in the usual metric space. 
COROLLARY. B(qr) E F. {B(qr): q E (q}, r > O} is a base of F. 
ProoJ If q’ E B(qr), then by Theorem 6.2, d(q’q) < r. take r’ = 
r - d(q’q). If q, 5 B(q’r’), then by Theorem 6.2 and condition (III). 
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d(q,q) < d(qlq’) + d(q’q) < r, hence q, g B(qr) by Theorem 6.2. Thus 
B(q’r’) --< B(qr). It follows that B(qr) E d by definition. 
If ,U E g and q 5 p, then 3 B(qr) --c ,u, this B(qr) depends on q, call it ir i. 
Evidently ,LI = VQz,, Ti, which implies (B(qr): q E (q), r > O), is a base of 
F. Q.E.D. 
From the above, we know (X, K) is fts. 
DEFINITION 6.3. p is called a neighborhood of q o 3 v E F5 (q e v --< p). 
Let PO = {,IJ: ,u is a neighborhood of q}. 





The proof is immediate. 
COROLLARY. (B(qr): r > 0) is u base ofgq and (B(q(l/n)): n = 1, 2,...} 
is a countable and decreasing base of gq. 
THEOREM 6.5. v E d 0 v q 5. v 3 p E Fzg (J --< v). 
Proof: (*) is obvious. 
(+) Ifq~v,then3,q~E~@--<v),hence3fiEd(q~~-<~).Denote 
this ,C by &, consider v,~,. &. It is easy to prove that V,;,.fi, E !? and v = 
V,;&. Q.E.D. 
7. INTERIOR POINT AND CLUSTER POINT 
DEFINITION 7.1. q is called an interior point of p o 3 v E Pq (v --< ,u). 
THEOREM 7.1. q Cji 0 q is an interior point of p. 
The proof is immediate. 
THEOREM 7.2. p = Vo q, where Q = (q: q is an interior point of 111). 
Proof. By Theorems 3.1(l) and 7.1. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Define L% Ix --+ I*, &,u) = V, v, where Q = {v: 3 D, 
(D,(v) --< p)} (see [ 7, Section 3, Definition 3 1). 
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THEOREM 7.3. fi is the interior operator in (X, F). 
Proof: Let q0 c,& then 3 B(q,r) --i ,u, take v = B(q,,(r/Z)), D, ?. If 
q c D,.,?(v), then 3 q:‘, a, > a (4:’ E Q;J, hence 3 q’ g P (d(q:‘q’) < r/2). 
Since 4w’) < 4qqZ’) + 4G’q’) = WV) < r/L 4wo I< 47q’ 1 + 
d(q’q,) < r/2 + r/2 = r by Theorem 6.2, q c B(q,r)--’ ,u. It follows 
D,,z(~v) --<p, hence V-E Q and q,, 5 v -2 /lo v = d(,u). 
Let q0 c V. v = Ok), then 3 r (qO E I’ and 3 D, (D,(v) -- ,u)). Consider 
B(q,r). If q E B(q,r), by the definition. 3 q;l, a, > a (d(q;‘qJ < r). then 
q:‘E Q;, hence q c qt’ --c D,(v), and then q c ,u. It follows B(q,r) -‘ p, 
hence q. 5 ,L. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.4. (D,.(u): r > 0, p E Z”} is a base of C. 
ProoJ If q0 g D,(U), then 3 qy;, a, > a0 3 q’ 5 ,LJ (d(q;q’) < r). By 
Theorem 4.2, d(q,q’) < r, take r,, = r - d(q,q’). Thus if q E B(q,r,), by 
Theorem 6.2, d(qq,) < rO. then d(qq’) < d(qq,) + d(q,q’) < r, which implies 
3 q:?, a? > a (d(qGlq’) < r) by condition (IV). It follows that q c q:’ --c 
D,cU )- Therefore B(q,r,)-- D,(u), which implies D,(p) E r” by 
Definition 6.2. 
Let v E F. then v = d(v) by Theorem 7.3. If q 5 r, then 3 v’ (q c v’ and 
3 D, (D,(v’) --< I’)), h ence q c v’ -c’ D,(v’) --< v. This D,(v’) depends on q, 
call it ps. Evidently v = V,zI,,u,. It follows that (D,(J): r > 0, p E I”} is a 
base of F. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 7.3. q is called a cluster point of iu o V v E Wti (v Y-C P’). 
THEOREM 7.5. q is a cluster point of ,u 0 V F > 0 3 q’ e p (d(qq’) < E). 
Proof: (a) V B(qC.z)(B(qCE) -+c-,u’), from this it follows 3 q, 5 B(qCc) and 
$ yc, take a’ (a, < a’ < B(qCe)(x,)), put q” = qz,‘. Then q” e B(q”E) and 
q’ g ,u. And d(qq’) = d(q’cqc) < E by condition (II) and Theorem 6.2. 
(-Q=) V c > 0 3 q’ C p (d(qq’) < E). Since d(qrcqc) = d(qq’) < E, q” 5 B(q’&) 
by Theorem 6.2. And q” $.u’, hence B(qCc) +-i #, which implies q is a 
cluster point of p. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.6. q--c p o q is a cluster point of p. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1(5), q --< ,C o qc $ (~7)‘. Since @)’ = @‘)O, 
qc $ (#)O, and this implies that V v E Pqc (v +< ,u’) and vice versa. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.7. p = V. q, where Q = (q: q is a cluster point of ,u }. 
ProoJ By Theorems 3.1(l) and 7.6. 
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THEOREM 7.8. q e ,Lcro 3 a’ < 1 - a V v E PqF. (v f< P’). 
The proof is immediate. 
DEFINITION 7.4. Define 0: Ix + I”, 001) = /j\r>O D,@). 
THEOREM 7.9. D is the closure operator in (A’, E). 
Proof. D, can be replaced by 6, by Theorem 5.2(l). 
(=>) If q 5 /&d,(u), then 3 qz’, a’ > a (4:’ c Ar,,,fi,O1)), hence 
Vr>O (q;‘cd,(,u)). It follows 3q;‘, a,>(~’ (q;lE&), then 3qc,u 
(d($qz”) < r). Since 1 - a, < 1 - a’, d($qz’C) < d(8qTic) < r by 
Theorem 4.4. Therefore 3 1 -a’, l-a’< l-a. Vr>O 3iCp 
(d(qq;‘C) < r), which implies that p $,uc and @ 5 B(q;‘Cr) by 
Theorem 6.2. hence B(q,“‘Cr)t< ,uc. So q c/i by Theorem 7.8. 
(e) Let q c,& take a’ (a < a’ < ,0(x)), then qz’ ? ,U. By Theorem 7.8, 
3a, < I -a’ V B(!Tr)(!l 4’5 B(q,“‘r) and $,u’), take a” (& < a” < 
B(qz’r)(x’)), then 4% E B(qz’r) and qs”’ c p. By Theorem 6.2, d(qz’bT’) < r. 
It follows q;lc E&Vr, hence qP’~q;Ic-<d,(u)Vr, and qTEqz’--< 
A, >o a4. Q.E.D. 
Let ire be the set of all fuzzy closed sets. 
THEOREM 7.10. V p E 8’ 3 v,, E F (v,I and p = A v,,). 
ProoJ Let Q = {q: qc i? pc 1, p(qOQ) = inf,,o{4qos)~, v, = VJ, q and 
J,, = (4: &Q) < l/n 1. 
(1) zn is open. 
Let q0 E u,,, then 3 q’$, a, > a, (4Z; E J,>- Since d(q,q) < d(qoqF~) + 
d(q,“;q) = 4q,“;q) V q E Q, &OQ> < &x”;Q) < l/n. Take r = l/n -&. Q). 
Consider B(q,r). If q, 5 B(q,r), then 3 q,“;, a2 > a, (q:,? E Qi,), by the 
properties of intinima, dq;;Q) < 4q;:go) + P(qoQ) < l/n -dqoQ) + 
dqo Q) = l/n, hence 4;: E J, and q, E 4,“; --< v,, , which implies 
B(q,r) --< vn. 
(2) %4 
If q. 5 v,, take a,(ao < a, < v,(x,)), then q;; c v,, . In the same way as in 
(l), it can be proved that p(qG;Q) ( l/n, hence q:; E J,,, a fortiori 
q;;EJ,-,, SOqo5q~;--<I’n-,. 
(3) P=Avn- 
Let q. c p, then 3 q;;, q$ (a, < a, < a2 and qz;, qz c p). Since 4:;’ 6? pf 
qz; E Q, hence p(qz;Q) = 0 < I/n, which implies q&’ E qzi --< v, V n, SO q. E 
qz; --< A v,. Therefore ,u --< A v, . 
Let q 5 A v,, then q;’ 5 v, V n, where a’ > a. In the same way as in (l), it 
can be proved that p(qz’Q) < l/n V n, hence 3 q” E Q (d(q,“‘q”) < I/n), 
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which implies d(qncqT “) < l/n and q”’ 5 B(qT”( I/n)) by Theorem 6.2. 
Moreover, qnC $ ,u’ and 1 --a’( 1 -CI, so qcfl=p by Theorem7.8. 
Therefore A 11, --’ p. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.11. VpEE 3pu,EFc l&f andp=\\ipu,). 
ProojI In Theorem 7.10 replace ,U by ,P and use de Morgan’s formula. 
THEOREM 7.12. A fuzzy pseudo-metric space (X, d) is normal (see 
Section 2, Definition 2.5). 
By Theorems 7.3, 7.4 and 7.9, the proof is the same as that in [8, 
Theorem 5.71. 
8. CONTINUITY 
Let f: (X, d) + (Y, d’), where (X, d), (Y, d’) are fuzzy pseudo-metric 
spaces. Let 8, F’ be metric topologies defined by d, d’, respectively. 
DEFINITION 8.1. f is said to be continuous o V V’ E g’ df-‘(v’) E F). 
DEFINITION 8.2. f is said to be continuous at qo V v’ E #;,,, 3 ,u E ii/, 
u-k1 --( f). 
THEOREM 8.1. f is continuous at q,, - V I” E K&,, 3 ,u E S& (q 5 ,u * 
f (9) c r’). 
Proof. (*) Let v’ E K&), 
Theorem 3.2(3), f (q) 5 f [p] --< v’. 
then 3 /.A E Z& df{p] --< ~1’). If q E p, by 
(e) Let v’ E P&), then ~,BEP~~ (qcpaf(q)cv’). If qTzf[p], by 
Theorem 3.2(4) 3 x (f(x) =y and 4.: 5 ,u), then f(q,“) c I”, hence f (9;) = 
q; E v’ by Theorem 3.2( 1). Therefore f [p] -c v’. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.2. f is continuous at q0 o V E > 0 3 6 > 0 V q (d(qq,) < 6 2 
d’(f (q)f (qo)) < E). 
Proof. f is continuous at 
90 7 v 1” E W&) 3 p E Fqo (q E p *f(q) E v’) 
(byTheorem8.1) 
7 v ~‘cmo)~) 3 (qo6) (q e B(qo6) *f(q) c B’df(q)e)) 
(by Theorem 6.4 
COKJllaW) 
(bv V E > 0 3 6 > 0 Mqqo) < 6 =+- d’U-(q)f(qo)) < ~1. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 8.3. f is continuous o V q Gfis continuous at q). 
Proof: (a) Given qo, let v’ E %&, , then 3 vi E g’ (f(q& c V; -< ‘I’), 
by Theorem 3.2(l), (5), q$,, - f(qJ and qO&‘[v:]. Since f -‘[vi] --< 
f-‘[u’], qOcf-‘[v’], asf-‘[vi] E F,f-‘[v’] E P&, hencef[f-‘(r’]] -* V’ 
and f is continuous at qo. 
(x=) We might as well suppose f -‘[v’] #a. Given q,,ef-‘[v’], then 
q;px,, =f (qo) c r’, hence u’ E P&, . Since f is continuous at q,,, 3 ,u E @&, 
(f [p] --< 0, h 
Theorem 6.5. 
ence p-<f-‘[f[,u]]-cf-‘[v’] and f-‘[v’]Ei;;Ez 
. . . 
DEFINITION 8.3. f is said to be uniformly continuous o V E > 0 3 6 > 0 
v 417 42 w?,q,) < 6 =c- d’df(q,)f(q,)) < El 
THEOREM 8.4. f is uniformly continuous o V 0: 3 D, V,u (Da(u) --< 
f -‘[D:(f [,u])]). (See [7, Section 3, Definition 51). 
ProoJ (5) If q 5 D,(p), then 3 q;‘, aI > a (3 q’ e,u (d(q;lq’) < a)), 
hence d’(f(qz’)f(q’)) < E. By Theorem 3.2(3), f [q’] c f [,u], hence f [q:‘] E 
‘AP1, then f(q”) = q;;,., E f(q;‘) = q$., --< D:(f [PI). 
%f -‘lD:(f k]jL hence Db) -<f -‘[DL(f [iul>l. 
By Theorem 3.2(5), 
(c=) If d(q,q,) < 6,,by condition (IV), 3 y; (a; > a, and d(q,“;q,) < S). 
By Theorem 4.3, 3-q,“;, (a; < a2 and d(qz,‘q;:) < S), put p= q:;, then 
q$ E Qg, hence q, E q:,’ --< D,(n). By hypothesis D,&)-<f -‘[D:(f [p])], 
so q1 cf -‘[D:(f [p])]. BY Thmm 3.2(6), f [q,] E D:(f [p]). Thus 
3 a’, > a, (d(f (q’)f(q’)) < d(q$.,, f(q’)) < E, where q’ 5 p by Theorems 4.2 
and 3.2(4). By the definition of p, q’ = qg, a’ < a,, hence d’(f (q,)f(q2)) = 
d’(f(q,) q;:(:,,) < d’(f(q,) q;;J = d’df(q,)f(q’)) < s. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.5. f is uniformly continuous *f is continuous. 
ProoJ f is evidently continuous at q V q. By Theorem 8.3, f is 
continuous. Q.E.D. 
9. CONVERGENCE 
Let 4 be a sequence of fuzzy points. 
DEFINITION 9.1. (i is said to converge to q,, (written 4 --t q,-,) o V p E %& 
3NVn (n>N=dj5,u). 
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THEOREM 9.1. ~-rq,oV&>o, 3NVn (n>N=-d(;q,)<&). 
Proof: 
$+q,,~VB(q0&)3NVn(n>N=dj&I(q,&)) 
Iby Theorem 6.4 
Corollary) 
a v & > 0 3 N v n (n > N* 4&) < El. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. 4 -qod($q)-tO. 
THEOREM 9.2. f is continuous at q o V 4 (4 -+ q *f(B) +f(q)). 
Proof: (3) Let (i + q. Given B’ E P&,, as f is continuous at q, 
~PEF~ (f[p]-< v’), for this P, as t+q 3 N (n > N* (i cp), hence 
fM I WPI --< I”, it follows J(;i) -f(q). 
(c) If not, then by Theorem 8.2, 3 E > 0 V n 3 $ (d(;q) < l/n and 
WG )fG?)) 2 El* Evidently d($q) + 0 and d’(f(J)f(q)) ++ 0, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.3. ,u E F * V q e ,u V 4 + q (4 is finally in p). 
ProoJ (3) is immediate. 
(-=) If not, 3 q c ,n V v E s (v +< p) by Theorem 6.5, take 17 = B(q( l/n)), 
then V n 3 (i ((i 5 B(q(l/n)) and t g p). Consider 6, evidently d($q) + 0 by 
Theorem 6.2, since { &? p V n, it is impossible for 4 to be finally in p, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 9.2. 4 is said to c-converge to q o “4’ -+ qc (written 4 --*’ q). 
THEOREM 9.4. i)-+cqod(q&+O. 
Proof: $-‘40 Yf-+qCOd(q$)=d(7fqc)-+0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.5. q is a cluster point of p 0 3 4 C,n (4 +’ q). 
ProoJ (*) Let q be a cluster point of p, then V n 3 h 5 ,u (d(q$) < I/n) 
by Theorem 7.5. Therefore d(qt) + 0 and by Theorem 9.4, $ 4’ q. 
(+) Let vE%& 3N (n>N=s-“qCev). Take n,>N, then TEv and 
“4’ 2 ,uc, hence v f< ,u’, this implies q is a cluster point of ,n. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.6. ,uEFoV~~,u (G+‘q+q--<,u). 
ProoJ (3) q is a cluster point of P by Theorem 9.5, q --< ,E =,u by 
Theorem 7.6. 
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(+) Ifq--<ji,then3$~~,~ +’ q by Theorems 7.6, 9.5. By hypothesis, 
q --< p, hence fi --< ,u, which implies ,U = p E 6’. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 9.3. (i is said to m-converge to q (written 4 --tm q) o 4 + q 
and 4 +’ q. 
DEFINITION 9.4. 4 is called a Cauchy sequence o d($q”) -+ 0. 
THEOREM 9.7. 4 +m q ti 4 is a CauchJT sequence. 
proof. 4iiq”) < d&l) + d(d)7 so d(g t) -+ 0 by Theorem 9.1, Corollary 
and Theorem 9.4. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.8. (X, d) is a fuzz~j metric space 3 it is impossible for 4 to 
m-converge to q, , q2, where q, # q2. 
Proof. If 4 +m q1 and 4 -+” q2, then d(q,q,)< d(q, 4) + d(Gq,), so 
d(q,q,) = 0, this means x1 =x2, aI < a*. 
In the same way, d(q,q,)< d(q,$) + d(tq,), then d(q,q,)=O, hence 
x, = x1, a, > a,. From above it follows q, = q2. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 9.5. (X, d) is said to be complete o V Cauchy sequence 
b 3q tww 
10. m-COMPACTNESS 
DEFINITION 10.1. p is said to be m-compact o V 4 ep 3 ;, q (q --< ,u 
and ;--+“4). 
DEFINITION 10.2. (X, d) is said to be m-compact o V 4 3 m-convergent 
subsequence. 
Let f: (X, d) --t (Y, d’). 
THEOREM 10.1. f is continuous and f(X) = Y and (X, d) m-compact * 
(Y, d’) is m-compact. 
Proof. Let 4;; be a sequence in Y, then 3 x, E X (f(x,) ‘~7~). For 
s:; 3 4::; +m 9. Since f (4$9 = &ynl, = 4y4:(, f(CZ:,!) =f ‘(CZ,“;) = sF,yf and 
f(qC) = f ‘(q), 9;;; +f(q) and 4;;: -f’(q), hence 4;;; +mf(q). Therefore 
(Y, d’) compact. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.2. (X, d) is fuzz>, metric space and ,u is m-compact * 
,uEF. 
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PsrooJ Lnet 4 cf *and ;) 7’4. By compactness 3 $ --tm q. q -’ ,u. Since 
d(qq)-< d(qa) + d(aq), d(qq) = 0, which implies x = x*. a < a*. hence 
4 --< 4 --< p. By Theorem 9.6, p E le’, Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 10.3. ,U is said to be bounded o 3 qn 3 r0 (,L-‘B(q,r,)). 
THEOREM 10.3. ,u is bounded o V q 3 r (,u --< B(qr)). 
Proof: (c) is immediate. 
(5) By hypothesis, 3 q0 3 r0 (,u --< B(q,r,)). Given q, take r = r,, + 
d(q,q), then if q’ e ,u, by Theorem 6.2, d(q’q,) < rO. Thus d(q’q) < d(q’q,) + 
d(q,q) < r,, + d(q,q) = r, by Theorem 6.2, q’ c B(qr), it follows that p---c 
B(v). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.4. ,a is m-compact + p is bounded. 
Proof. If p were unbounded, then by Theorem 10.3, 3 q0 V n i,p +- 
B(q,n)). Thus 3 G (4 cp and 4 $ B(q,n)). By Theorem 6.2, d($q,) > n. 
Since ,U is m-compact, 3 2 3 q’ (q’ --< ,u and 2 --tm q’). Thus d(?q’) + 0, but 
d($q,) < d(?q’) + d(q’q’), a contradiction to the fact that d(aq,) > n,. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.5. (X, d) is m-compact =S V ,u E F“, p is m-compact. 
Proof: Let b cp, then 3 q? (a +m 4) by compactness. Since ;if 4’ q, 
q --< ,u by Theorem 9.6, hence p compact. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.6. (X, d) is m-compact 3 (X, d) is complete. 
Proof;( Let 4 be a Cauchy sequence, by compactness !I 2, q(d( $‘qJ 4 0 
and 44 4) --) Q as d(h) < d($Kq”) + d(Kq”q) and d(d) ,< d(q$) + 4 q”$), 
we have h +“’ q. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.7. (X, d) is m-compact and f is continuous *f is uniformI? 
continuous. 
ProoJ: If not, then 3 E > 0 V l/n 3 ;i,, 4, (d($, (i,) < l/n and d’(f(t,) 
f(i),))>&). By compactness, for Gzj ?1 (;)12+mq), since d(?,q)< 
d(;f, 2,) + d($,q) < l/ni + d($,q), d($,q)+ 0. Since f is continuous at 4, 
d($, q) -+ 0 implies d’(f(a,)f (4)) -+ 0. Since f is continuous at $, 
d(T2qqC)+ 0 implies d’df(q)f($,)) = d’(f’($*)f ‘(4)) = d’df(“4c)f(s’))b 0. 
Therefore d’t.f(?,)f(?d) < d’df(?,)f(q)) + d’(f(q)f(?,))+ 0, a coma- 
diction to the fact that d’(f(;),)f($2)) > E. Q.E.D. 
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11. M-UNIFORMITY 
Suppose D: Ix + Ix, satisfying 11) 9 5 D(q), (i) D(V 1,) = V D(,u,). Let 
& be the set of all D satisfying (I), (2). 
THEOREM 11.1. 6 c @ (@ is defined in Section 2). 
Proof: We need only to prove that D E 6 =xp --< D(K) Vp. Since D(p) = 
D(V,Z, q) = V4c,, D(q), 4 5 P and 4 g D(q) => 45 V4zL1 D(q) = N.P)~ thus 
P --< DCU). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11.1. q, f% D(q,) o q; c D ‘(qf). 
Proof. By [7, Proposition lo] D(p) --< vo D-‘(v’) --< ,uc. Let (q)C 
denote the complementary set of q considered as a fuzzy set. Take ,U = q2, 
r = (qt)‘. Then D(q,) --< (qf)’ e D -‘(qi) --< (q2)‘. Thus q; 6% D -’ (qf) G 
D-‘(sf>(d < 1 - az * D-%0 --< W 0 D(q,) --< (q3’ e D(q,Ku,) G 
~1, u q, 8 D(q,). It follows that q; c D-‘(qc) o q, c D(q,). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11.2. (1) DE d* D-’ E 8~. 
(2) D&andD,E&+D,oD,Ek 
(3) D,EdiandD,E&iD,AD,Ek 
ProoJ: Owing to Theorem 11.1, we need only to prove that (1) holds. 
(1) By Lemmall.l, q~~D-‘(qf)oq,~D(qz). take q,=q2=qc, 
then q 5 D-‘(q) a qc c D(q’). 
(2) q c D,(q) --< D,(&(q)) = D, 0 D,(q). 
(3) Since qe D,(q), qc D,(q), 3 6, > a 3 a’, > a (qflc D,(q) and 
q$zc D,(q)). Take a’= min(a’,,u’,}, then qf 5 D, (q) A D,(q)--< D,@,) V 
D,b2) V ,u, V flu, with ,u, V ,uuz = q. It follows that q 5 q$ --< D, x D2(q). 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 11.1. Z? is called a fuzzy m-uniformity e @ is a fuzzy 
uniformity with & c @. And (X, i”i) is called fuzzy m-uniform space. 
Let ?’ b = (D(q): D E @ }. 
THEOREM 1 1.3. 7, satisJes the axioms for fuzzy neighborhoods (see 
Section 2, Theorem 2.1). 
Proof. (1) ,uuET,=sqcp is obvious. 
(2) ~JE7,and~J--<~uz~~u,Erb. 
F, E 7; gives 3 D, E % (,u, = D’(q)). Put D,: D2@) =pz V D,(p). Since 
4 E D,(q) -<iu2 V D,(s) = &(q) and &(V,P,) = ~4, V D,(V,Y,) = 
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flu? V (va D,@,)) = V,olz V D,cU,)) = V, DzcU2). D, E 4. D, -I D? gives 
D, E ;‘/. Moreover D2(q)=pJ V D,(q)=pu, Vu, =,uz. which implies 
,u’z E 7;. 
(3) ~,,Eraand~uzErb~~,Ar\~E:r,. 
The condition means 3 D, E # 3 D? = i/i (,u, = D,(q) and ,uu, = D?(q)). By 
Section 2, Lemma 2.3(l). D, z D?(q) --c D,(q) A D2(q). Moreover, D,(q) A 
D,(q) --< D,cU_,) V D,(p2) VP, .iuZ with ,u, V pu, = q, which implies D,(q) A 
D,(q) --< D, A D,(q). It follows that D,(q) A Dz(q) = D, 5 D:(q). Therefore 
~1 A ,ul= D,(q) A 4(q) = D, K D,(q) E 7;. 
(4) V~Erb3”E.~,(c~-~~aandVq’~~CuEr,.)). 
Let p = D(q), then 3 D’ E Z? (D’ o D’ +: D). Consider D’(q). D’(q) E Y4. 
D’(q) -< D’ o D’(q) --c D(q). And q’ c D’(q) gives D’(q’) --‘. D’(D’(q)) = 
D’ o D’(q) --< D(q) = p which implies p E ? i , by (2) in this theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Let d: I” -+ I”, satisfying B(U) = Vq V. where Q = (v: 3 D E ?k 
(D(v) --< P) 1 (see I 7 I). 
THEOREM 11.4. d is the interior operator in the topology defined by 7 y 
(see Section 2, Theorem 2.1). 
ProoJ Let fi be the interior of ,U in ?‘,-topology. 
If qc,& then 3a’>u (qz’c,L), hence IDE& (D(q,“‘)---.p), thus 
a?,“’ --< d@). Therefore i --< d(u). 
If q 5 d(,~), then 3 rE Q (q c v --( D’(v) --< p for some D’ in ;“i), hence 
D’(q) -< D’(v) --< ,u, which implies q is an interior point of p. hence q e g by 
Theorem 7.1. Thus d@) --< ,k . 
From above, we have d@) =,k Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 11.2. q, is said to approach q2 with order D e q, c D(qz). 
Let (X, ;;‘i,), (Y, gl) be fuzzy m-uniform spaces and f: X--t Y. 
DEFINITION 11.3. f is said to be uniformly continuous o V D’ E %kz 
3 D E & (4, c D(q,) *f(s,) 5 D’W?,))). 
THEOREM 11.5. f is uniformly continuous o V D’ E &> 3 D E $, 
VP~EI” (W-<f-‘(D’(fCu)))) (see l71). 
Proof: (a) Given D’ E &, by hypothesis 3 D E g, @, c D(q) * 
f(q,) e D’(f(q,))). Let p E I”. If q c D(p), then 3 q’ 5 ,u (q E D(q’)) for 
Do11 = Wv’,;, 9) = V4cp D(q). Thus f(q) c D’(f(q’)). By Theorem 3.2(3), 
4’ E P givesfk’) ~.fcU), hence D’(f(s’)) --< D’(fOl>). Thus&) 5. D’(f@)), 
which implies q ef-‘(D’(f(,u))) by Theorem 3.2(5). It follows that D(p) -’ 
f-‘(D’(fOl)))- 
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(x=) Given D' E Z?;, by hypothesis 3 D E &, Vp E I” (D(p) -y 
f-‘ WfW))). If a c D(q,), take P = q2, then D(q,) -&P’(f(qd). 
Thus q, cf-‘(D’(f(q,))), which implies f(q,) 5 D’(f(q2)) by 
Theorem 3.2(6). Q.E.D. 
12. METR~ZATION 
Let E, E di and such that E, o E, --< E,,, and E;’ = E,. Let ‘P= 
(E,: r > 0). 
THEOREM 12.1. Let d: (q} x (q} + [0, +co) dejlned by d(q,q>) = 
inf(r: q, c E,(q,)}, then d is a fuzzy pseudo-metric on X. 
ProoJ (1) d(q;Oq;;) = 0, where a < a,. 
Since q,“, --< q:; e E,(qy;) V r > 0, d(q&q;,O) = 0. 
(2) 44,92) = J(sSq3. 
Let Q, = (r: q, e E,(q,)}, Qz = (r: q; g E,(qT)}. Since 
9, 5 E,(q,) .(by 4: 5 E,‘(d) 
- d 5 EM). 
(by hypothesis) 
Q, = Q2, which means $(q, qJ = d(q;qf). 
(3) 4w?3) G 44’42) + 442%). 
Let Q,,, = ir: 4, c E,.(q,)b Q2.3 = II: q2 2 E,(q,)l and Q,., = Ir: 9, 5 
EAq& If r, E Ql.2v ‘-2 E Q2,3, then 415 E,,(q,)--<ET,ET2(q3)--<E,,+,:(q2)~ 
hence r, + rz E Q,,3, which implies d(q,q,) ,< r, + r2. Fix r,, then 
&q, a) - rl Q r2 V r2 E Q,,, , hence c?(q, q3) - r, < d(q2q,). Let r, vary in 
then d(s,s3)-&2s3)<rl V rl E Q1.29 hence &,q3)-h2q3)< 
g: b,). 
(4) J(s,q2) < r* 3 4Zp+ a0 > aI (&Zpq,) < 4. 
If d(q,q2) < r, then 3 r, < r and q, c E,,(q,). Take a0 (a, < a, < 
E,,(q,)(x,)). Thus q,“; 5 E,,(q2), which implies d(qz;q2) < r, < r. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12.2. Let D,: Ix+ Zx defined by D,(u) = Vof q, where Q; = 
{q:3q’cp (c?(w’)< r)}, then Dr=VsirEs. 
Proof: Given ,u. If q e P,(U), then 3 a, > a 3 q’ 5 p (d(qzlq’) < r), hence 
3 so (so < r and qx”’ E Es&q’)), thus q e q,“’ c E,&q’) --c E&) -‘. 
Vs<rE,b)= (V,<,E,)01). It follows D,cU)--< O/,<,E,)Cu). 
If SW s,rEs)Cu) = v,,, E,(u), then 3 so < r (q c EsO@)). Take a’ 
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(a < ,a’ < E,,JP)(~~>). then q,” c E,$,a) = Vyeu E,Jq). Thus 3 q, c ,U 
(9:’ E ESO(q,)), which implies d(q:‘q,) <s, < r. It follows that q C q; - 
O,@). Therefore (V, < r E,)(U) -c D,&). 
From above it follows that (V, r r E,)&) = D,@). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12.1. VDE& 3DEk (D-‘=DandDoD-C-D). 
Proof. Given D E #, by Definition 2.9(5). 3 D’ E ?? (D’ o D’-~+ D). 
Take D=D’xDI-‘, by Lemma 2.3(4),(5). 5-l =fi. And GE & by 
Theorem ll.2( l),(3). By Lemma 2.3(7),(8), 0’ o o’--\: D’ o D’ -“ D. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12.2 (1) (V E,))’ = V E;‘. 
(2) (D,} is a countable base offuzzy m-untformity F@ + 3 6, (D, is a 
countable symmetric base of 72 and 6, o 6, o D,, --< d,- ,). 
Proof: (1) Evidently V, E,(#) --c ,uuc e V CI, E,(vC) --< p”‘. 
Let Q = (‘1: (V, E,)(rC) --< p’}, Q, = (‘1: E,(vC) --< ,u’}. Then Q = r), Q,. 
Thus A. v Z- Aan v V a, which implies A. ‘7 ,- V, /Jo V. It follows that 
(V E,))‘(n) *V E;‘(u). Therefore (V E,))’ *V EL’. If we take E;’ 
instead of E,. we have (VE;‘))’ -- V(E;‘)-‘, hence (V E;‘))’ .- 
VE,, thus VE,’ -L (V E,))’ by the properties mentioned in Section 2, 
Lemma 2.3. 
Therefore (V E,)-’ = V E; ‘. 
(2) By Lemma 12.1 the proof is the same as that in [ 12, 
Theorem 11.2. I]. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12.3 (pseudo-metrization). A fuzzy uniform space is pseudo- 
metrizable u its untformity is a fuzzy m-untformity and has a countable 
base. 
Proof. (+) Let V be metric uniformity, then by Theorem 5.3 Corollary 
(D,} is its base and by Theorem 5.4(2), q c D,.(q). If D E ;3/. then 3 DrU 
(DrO --< D), hence V q E {q} (q c D,.(q) --c D(q,)). Thus & is a fuzzy m- 
uniformity. By Theorem 5.3 Corollary {D,.;,} is its countable base. 
(e) By Lemma 12.2(2), 3 d, (6, is a countable symmetric base of i/i 
and L?,od,,ofi,-cd,-,), jb,, with D, o D, --< d and o’,-c 
Vs<pDs-< fin-, (see [8, Lemma 6.31). Evidently q 5 griq) V r V q. By 
Lemma 12.1(l), D, is symmetric. Thus {D,} satisfies the conditions 
mentioned in Theorem 12.1 and by Theorem 12.1, 3 ?. ((X, a) is a fuzzy 
pseudo-metric space). By Theorem 12.2, e,. defi!ed by D,(u) = Vow q, where 
Q; = (q: 3 q’ ‘$ p (d(qq’) < r)}, satisfies D, --< D, “-‘: D,_, , which implies 
that the metric uniformity defined by d is the same as k. Q.E.D. 
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